ince its debut in 1987
Quadsport LT80 has ruled the two-stroke
youth quad roost. We've thrown all sorts of
machines up against it and it refuses to back
down. Polaris has taken the last two shots at
the LT80, first with the Scrambler 90 and
then with.the Predator 90. The Predator
came close, but the LT80 was still the reigning champ coming into 2005.
E-Ton changed the mini world with its Viper
90R early in the 2005 model year (see test in
June 2004 issue). Not ,only did the Viper 90R
have reverse, it also had.the best reverse ,
system in Awing! Just let the motor settle

S

d flick an electric switch on
the handlebar next to the right handgrip. If
reverse is a must-have feature, the E-Ton
Vip&.9OR is the top machine.
With that settled, we wanted to see if the
non-reverse Viper 90 could top the Suzuki
LT80 in a head-to-head battle. We didn't
have a fresh LT80 handy, so we grabbed a
new Kawasaki KFX80 as a stand in. Not only
is the KFX86 identical to the LT80-it's even
built by Suzuki! It might also surprise you to
know that the LT80lKFX80 is bllilt in Taiwdn,
just like the E-Tons. Evevy time
write
KFX80, we'
130 writing LT8C

For the shootout, we rounded up a group of test riders
ranging from novice 12-year-old girls to experienced 13year-old boys. Wait a second, you might be thinking. Why
didn't we get anyone older than 13? Clearly, just about
any 14-year-old will be too big for the tight ergonomics of
the KFX80, despite the fact that the Federal government's
unrealistic Consumer Product Safety Council (CPSC)
expects riders up to 15 years old to ride it. We only tested
with riders who were both CPSC-legal (12-plus) and hadn't yet outgrown both machines.

quickly, the KFX pulls from one rpm over idle
right up to its redline. When the Viper's throttle
is stabbed, at a standstill, it gathers up engin
speed before it transmits it to the wheels.
However, when it does put the power to the
wheels, it does it with authority, and the Viper
zips away smartly.
The expert rider was able to keep up good
momentum so the Viper never fell off the
powerband. Even on one particular tight section
that required threading the needle through two
trees and a tricky off-camber turn through the
mud, the revs were kept up and the Viper never
needed to climb back on the transmission.
For the novice, the Viper came to a standstill
through that same section and judicious use of
the throttle was required to get things underway again while at the same time dealing with
the awkward turn. What was a piece of cake
for the more experienced rider was a challenge
for the newer rider.

W DO THE MOTORS COMPARE?
1 hey're pretty much the same concept. Both are scoot-

er-based two-strokes with electric starting and lubrication
by automatic oil injection. Although the Viper is called a 90
~ . have
and the KFX an 80, they both displace 8 2 . 5 ~Both
a fully automatic, single-range, beltlpulley CVT with no
neutral position.
In a drag race, they're extremely close at the finish, but
they get there in different ways. The KFX is stronger off
idle, but revs slower. The Viper pick ups the revs quickly,
but the clutch doesn't engage instantly. Once the tranny
is fully engaged, it accelerates with authority. After 50
yards, they're within a half a quad length of each other,
with the Viper a consistent winner. As they both top out at
30mph as per CPSC regulations, a longer race would
have identical results.

7

DID THE HANDLING
MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
Yes. The low-slung KFX whipped through
the turns like a shifter cart, even with the higher profile Dunlop tires. Nothing disrupts the
flow of the KFX, and it inspires confidence.
Larger riders can manhandle it, while smaller
riders don't feel overwhelmed. Keep in mind
that the Viper is nearly 30 pounds heavier than
the KFX.
The V i ~ e isn't
r
auick to two-wheel in turns ~artiallv
thanks to the excellent low-~rofileMaxxis tires. thoiah it's

HOW WERE THEY ON THE
CROSS-COUNTRY COURSE?
Different. It was a technical course, so we made it short
to avoid wearing out the riders during the time trials. As
with the drag race, the results were verv consistent. The
faster. e x ~ e rider's
s
best time on the ~k
was slower than
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v n paper, 11ravors me vlper. ~nr n e dirt, it's more of a
toss-up.
Up front, both quads have single A-arms with a couple
of inches of travel. Been there, done that. It doesn't work
well. The KFX has more sophisticated spring and damping
settings, so its front end action is superior to the Viper. It's
not a huge difference, but it's there.
E-Ton squanders its 6-to-2 advantage in rear wheel travel inches. Not only that, but the KFX uses the motor as a
swingarm, greatly adding to unsprung weight. When it
comes to suspension, unsprung weight is the enemy of
good action, but the KFX overcomes that problem with
spot on suspension calibration. The rear end on the Viper
is so oversprung that riders don't actually use anywhere
near all six inches of travel. Even on jumps, the Viper
doesn't enjoy the huge lead is should have. For more
aggressive riders the Viper gets the nod on rear suspension, though not by nearly as much as it should.

ARE '
CA
OR TRAIL QUADS?
Both rrlacrllnes are rrlure trlarl capable out on the trail.
The more technical the trail, the better the KFX will do. If
the trail is smooth and open, the Viper can keep the transmission engaged and go about its business more quickly.
Hills with a run can be conquered by both machinss.
Unexpected hillclimbs are easier to tackle on the torquey
KFX. On the way down a hill, the Viper's front drums are
weaker than the KFX's mediocre drums. There's a
hydraulic rear disc brake on the Viper that's superior to the
KFX's anemic mechanical drum, but that's not the best
source of braking on a challenging downhill.
If the machines are ridden around the campground, the
KFX will be favored by nearby adults for its quieter, serpentine muffler, but they won't like the smoke that pours
out of the KFX's tailpipe compared to the cleaner running
Viper. The KFX really is a "two-smoke."

WHAT ABOUT SAFETY?
This is an important category and the Viper is a big winner. The Viper has floorboards that keep the rider's feet
away from the wheels. Suzuki designed the KFX to take on
the off-road world with rubber-covered footpegs. That's just
wrong! It's especially wrong if you live in a wet environment,
as the KFX's rubber has nowhere near the grip of proper
serrated footpegs.
Additionally, the Viper has dual bright taillbrake lights as
well as a pulsating front red running light; a la KlTT from the
old "Knight Rider" TV show. This gives the Viper visibility on
the trail that the lighting-free KFX lacks. The CPSC inexplicably bans headlights on youth quads, a safety feature we
feel should be mandatory! It's much easier to hook up lights
on the Viper than on the KFX. We'd like to see every parent
outfit their kids' quads with visibility-enhancing headlights.
Neither machine has neutral, a feature we also think
should be mandatory on youth quads. To start the KFX, you
have to engage the parking brake, which is a lever that
locks down the foot brake--somewhat of an awkward system. Just pull in the left hand rear disc brake and the Viper
is ready to fire right up.
WHICH HAS THE BEST ERGONOMICS?
For most 1240-15-year-olds, the roomier Viper is a superior choice. If the rider actually fits the machine, the
ergonomics are good on both quads. Even though they're
CVT-equipped machines, the tranny bulge isn't a problem.
There's no doubt that when Suzuki was designing the
LT80 in the mid-1980s, they didn't intend it to be ridden by
youngsters in this age range. But when the CPSC stuck its
unwanted nose into ATVing, the LT80 (and, later, the KFX)
was forced into an age range where it did not belong.
While many 15-year-olds may feel a bit cramped on a
Viper 90, there's still enough room to actually ride it. The low
bars on the KFX80 will be a problem for anyone over five
feet tall.

urce m e IVA, m e " p e r rv s mozor rs a raiddown, oil injected two-stroke. That round
knob toward the left end of the side cover is
the shaft for the kickstarter (the lever b
stored with the toolkit).The Viper's motor
needs t o be wound up a bit before the trcmsmission kicks in and things start moving.

a

The bottom line remarns-the
CPSC's age recommendations are a
farce and we call on the manufacturers to do something about it! The
KFX80 is too small for most kids in
the manufacturer-enforced age
range, while the Viper 90 is on the
large size for some 12-year-olds.
Let's be clear. Age range does not
determine size. Age range does not
determine judgment. Age range does
not determine ability. The CPSC and
manufacturers are ignoring these
realities and the results are harmful.
A dealer can't give realistic recommendations to a buyer. A dealer
can't sell the right size quad to a dad
for his child. A dad who puts his 15year-old on a Blaster 200 will find
out that many ATV safety organizations will not let him take a safety
class because he's not the "right"
age for the quad. Something must
be done about this!

WHICH IS EASIER
TO MAINTAIN?
Neither are as simple to maintain
as they should be, though they don't
require a lot of maintenance. You
need to work around the front left
tire and remove seven fasteners to
get to the Viper's air filter holder
(there is no airbox). Even worse on
the KFX, the entire air box must be
removed, and it's a hassle to do that.
Air filter maintenance is the most
basic job on a quad and it should
not be difficult to do.
Four bolts have to be loosened on
the swingarm so you can start adjusting the chain on the Viper. That job
requires a different wrench and the
manipulation of another four pieces of
hardware. It's tricky to adjust the chain
so it's taut enough so that it doesn't
rattle against the steel chain guard,
yet not too tight given the potentially
long travel suspension.
There is no chain adjustment on
the KFX, as the two sprockets move
in unison when the rear shock

There's a motor in there, somewnere, we
promise! Those rubber footpegs have no
business being on an ATV. Kawasaki calls
the KFX an 8 4 but it has the same
82.5~
displacement
~
as the Viper 9O.The
powerplant has great low rpm power
and an enviable record of reliability.

moves. On the downside, when the
beefy chain does eventually stretch,
it must be replaced.
Oil-related maintenance is easy.
You can change the transmission oil
and refill the automatic oil injector
tanks without too much effort.

IS ONE MACHINE
MORE RELIABLE?
Probably the KFX. With almost 20
years of experience with the LT80
and KFX80, we know that it's a nearbulletproof machine that will last
through the childhoods of a number
of riders. E-Ton keeps improving the
build of the~rmachines. Older E-Tons
were not as reliable as we expect
newer editions to be. We're
impressed with the manufacturing
quality of the Viper 90 and would not
be surprised to see it last for a good
number of years.

pivot point, the Kawasaki KFX80 (right) has
superior front suspension. Note the dated
boxy styling of the KFX compared to the
s w o q y Viper.The Vipefls accessory lights
can be plugged in and working in minute*
we support lights on youth ATVs.
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,,+ quite
different. The Viper 90 (left) has dual
bmkeltaillight, a disc bmke and flat, lowprofile tires. The Suzuki-built and designed
WX8O has no lighting, a drum bmke and old
tires.The higher sear
height and b a n on the Viper indicate its
ereonomics.
;,,_
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machine,
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WHAT IS OUR
FINAL ANSWER?
After a reign that spread over three
decades, the Suzuki Quadsport
Safety-oriented floorboards and a highly
protective front bumper set the Viper 90
LT80 and Kawasaki KFX80 have
been knocked from the top position
among two-stroke youth quads.
That doesn't mean the E-Ton Viper
90 is for everyone. If your 12-to-15year old is too small for the Viper 90,
buy the KFX80. Do not buy a quad
with the expectation that your child
will "grow into it." That is a dangerous idea, even though it is inadvertently promoted by age limits promoted by the CPSC and the manufacturers.
Our test riders, especially the
smaller kids, liked the KFX80 quite a
bit. Even the larger riders enjoyed
manhandling the little KFX.
machines have decent
Regardless, most youngsters 12-tobmkelchainlsprocket protection, but not
15 will be better served by the Viper
much under the engine.
90's size and performance.
In youth quad shootouts, the opinions of the adults matter as much as floorboards on the Viper weighed
our young test riders. We put a pre- heavily in our final determination.
mium on safety, so the lights and
Finally, the E-Ton Viper 90 is $450
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2005 E-TON VIPER RLH-90

I

..-2005 KAWASAKI KFH8O
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ENGlNWRANSMlSSlON
2-stroke
Engine type ..........................Air-cooled, 2-stroke..............................AII'-COO~E~,
.82,5cc
8 2 . 5 .................................................
~~
Oisplacement .....................
Bore 6 stroke ........................50mm x 42mm .....................................5 0 m x 40mm
Compression ratio ..................7.9:l ............................................... 7 4 : l
Oil inlection
Lubrication system .................Oil injection
Carburetion ............................8mm S W ......................................... .16mrn Mikuni VMSki
Spark plug .........................
NGK BPR7HS .................................. ...NGK
BP7HS
Startinghack-up ....................Electriaick ...........................................Eectricrecol [optionall
Starting procedure ................. In neutral with left hand brake engaged, ...Lock foot brake. push button
pull left index finger switch
Choke location ....................... Left handlebar .................................... Knob on left side of carb
Idle adjustment ...................... Screw on left side of carb .......................Screv~on lek side of carb
Air filter
foam cylinder
Type ................................. Oiled flat foam ..................................... 9
Access ............................... Remove f~lterholder cover (7 fasteners1... Remove airbox
TRANSMISSIONDRIVE SYSTEM
Transmission .........................Fully automatic belVpulley CVT ............... Fully automatic beiii'pulley CVT
Fianl drive ............................. 5 2 0 Chain .............................................
Eon-adjustable 5 2 0 O-ring chain
DIMENSIONS/CAPACITIES
1.6 gal.
Fuel capacity ...................... 1 .2 gal .................
.
.
.
........................
87
Recommended octane ............. 9 2 .......................
Two-stroke oil tank capacity ....I.Iqt.. ...............................................1.3 qt.
Transmission oil capacity ........3.4 oz ................................................
2.7 oz.
Wheelbase ........................... 36.1" .................................................37.0"
Overall
Length/width/height ...............59.0m/33.5"/35.4"...... ....................... . 5 . 9 / 3 1 . 7 ' / 3 4 . 3 "
Seat height ........................... 26.1" .................................. L
. 4 '
Claim~ddry weight ................ 2 4 9 Ib. ..............................................
2 2 lb.
Manimum on hoard rider,
.....
..............1 3 2 Ib.
cargo, accessory limit ..........1 9 0 Ib. .....,. ................
ROLLING CHASSIS
Frame ................................. Round steel tube .................................
Round steel tube
Suspensionlwheel travel:
Front .................................. Singe A-arms with ................................. Single A-aims with
preload-adjustable shocksR'
nnn-arljt~etahleshocks/l.9
Rear ................ r...............Swingam and solid axle with preload- ......Privoting motor and swingarm with
adjustable s h o c W
non-adpstabie shocld2.2
Brakeslactuation:
Mechanical drumdright hand lever .........Mechanical drumslright hand lever
Front ..................................
Rear ..................................Hydraulic disdeft hand lever .................k4echanical drum/right foor pedal
Parking ..............................Rear drum/pull in left hand lever. .............Rear brakdpush ~ O V foot
J ~ pedal
and move locktng lever into p!ece
press locking buttan
Tires:
Front. .............................. .Maxxis 18x7-8 ...................
..........
. O u o p KT941 19x7-8
Rear...................................
Maxxis 18x7-8 ........................ .
.
.
.
..Dunlop KT945 19x7-8
DETAILS:
Battery capacity ..................4 ampihr. .............................
.........4 ampA~?.
Lighting
Front .................................... linking red LEO ............................... .. None
Rear ................................. ...Brake light ........................................
None
.....
None
Instruments ..........................Low oil light, range position ...........
Colors
Red, blue, yellow. .................................Kawasaki Lime Gveen
Minimum recommended
operator age .......................1 2 . . ......................................................1 2
Manufactured in ....................Tw
aia.n.
............................................ T i n by Suzuki
Suggested retail price ............$1 899. ................................................ $2349
Contact ............................... € - T o I8771 USA-ETON.. ...................... ..Ka~?iasak!a001 661 -RIDE
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less expensive than the Kawasaki

